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The Prosper Hub “Prosperity Plus” Compensation Plan
Our Prosperity Plus compensation plan was designed by experts with
decades of experience in the consulting and the writing of comp plans.
Prosperity Plus empowers part time, full time, and big-time affiliates.
There is no limitation on how much Bitcoin can be earned daily.
Global Daily Pay 7 Days a Week (paid 1 day in arrears)
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There are 2 Components to our comp plan.
The Prosperity Team with up to 3 generations of Bitcoin matches.
The Prosperity Code with up to 3 generations of Bitcoin matches.
The Prosperity Team is our gateway plan, while the Prosperity Code is
the main aspect of our plan.
We do not have a monthly subscription AKA autoship.
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The Prosperity Team Matrix
The Prosperity Team is a 2x12 global matrix.

.
.

With 50% 1st, 25% 2nd, and 25% 3rd generation
matches.
The matches afford you the ability to earn
beyond the 12 levels and is a huge incentive to
work with the affiliates on your team.
Our 55.00 product is the only product linked to
the Prosperity Team Matrix.
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Number of positions per level
Amount paid per sale
2

$0.50

4

$0.50

8

$0.50

16

$1.50

32

$2.00

64

$2.00

128

$2.50

256

$2.50

512

$2.50

1024

$3.00

2048

$3.50

4096

$4.00

Figures shown in USD’s

Prosperity Team Matrix Payout per Level
Team Matrix Qualifications & Pin Ranks
Affiliate is qualified and active once they have referred 2 who have
purchased the 55.00 product.
Once qualified and active the Affiliate is classified as M9.
M9. Affiliate reaches the Pin Rank of M9 and earns down 9 levels of
pay.
M12. Once qualified at M9, the next step is to refer 4 more who
purchase the 55.00 product to become M12, which pays all 12 levels of
pay.
There is no time frame to become qualified and active.
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Match Pin Ranks
Match levels are Bronze, Silver & Gold.

Bronze
Silver
Gold

Bronze is Gen 1 Match qualified
Silver is Gen 2 Match qualified
Gold is Gen 3 Match qualified
Bronze is refer 2, who each refer 2.
Silver is refer 4, who each refer 2.
Gold is refer 6, who each refer 2.
To become Gold, it’s simply refer 6 who refer 2 each.
*Refer means with purchase.
**There is no cap on daily match earnings.
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The Prosperity Code
The Prosperity Code pays you infinite levels deep, with up to 3 generations
of match. The code and the code match have no cap on daily
commissions.
We offer 4 packages now, with 3 additional packages in the future.
Those are 150.00, 250.00, 350.00 & 450.00 in phase 1.
Phase 2 has 2200.00, 3300.00 & 4400.00.
>Note that the 2200.00, 3300.00 & 4400.00 packages are not yet available,
release date TBD.
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The Prosperity Code
Code Pin Ranks
1 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 150.00 level
2 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 250.00 level
3 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 350.00 level
4 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 450.00 level
Once Available
5 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 2200.00 level
6 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 3300.00 level
7 Star; Refer 2 with purchase is 4400.00 level
Note that the 2 referred can be the same 2 people at each package level.
If 2 people you referred decide to purchase all of the packages, they count for your 2 customer
referrals at every package level.
The first referred is assigned to your sponsor.
The 2nd referred pays you the Prosperity Code and match as qualified.
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Match Pin Ranks
Match levels are Bronze, Silver & Gold.
Bronze is Gen 1 Match qualified
Silver is Gen 2 Match qualified
Gold is Gen 3 Match qualified
Bronze is refer 2, who each refer 2.
Silver is refer 4, who each refer 2.
Gold is refer 6, who each refer 2.

Bronze
Silver

To become Gold, it’s simply refer 6 who each refer 2.
*Refer means a person who purchases package.
Qualifications are at each package level.

Gold

An affiliate can be a 1 Star, 1 Star Bronze, 1 Star Silver or a 1 Star Gold.
They can be a 1 Star Gold and a 2 Star Bronze and a 3 Star, as example.
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Match Pin Ranks
Price

Code

3 Gen Matches

150.00

50.00

25.00 – 12.50 – 12.50

250.00

100.00

50.00 – 25.00 – 25.00

350.00

150.00

75.00 – 37.50 – 37.50

450.00

200.00

100.00 – 50.00 – 50.00

Below to be released at future date to be determined
Price

Code

3 Gen Matches

2200.00

1000.00

500.00 – 250.00 – 250.00

3300.00

1500.00

750.00 – 375.00 – 375.00

4400.00

2000.00

1000.00 – 500.00 – 500.00

*There is no cap on the amount of Bitcoin affiliate can be paid daily.
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How the Prosperity Code Works
The first referred is assigned to your sponsor.
The 2nd referred pays you the Prosperity Code & Match as qualified.
The 3rd referred pays you all 3 Generations of match (50%, 25%, 25%)
The 4th and on referred pays you the Prosperity Code & Match as qualified.
With each affiliate you refer AKA Sponsor that you’re paid the code and match on, their third referred
the code is assigned to you. Then that affiliates 3rd the code is assigned to you. Then that affiliates 3rd
the code is assigned to you.
This pattern repeats down infinite depth.
On their 3rd referred they instantly get all 3 generations of the matches on the price levels they are
active in, and you get the code earnings.
On your 3rd referred, you instantly get all 3 generations of match at the level (s) you’re active in on
your 3rd referred, the code goes upline.
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Prosperity Code Compression
When an affiliate is not qualified to earn a prosperity code commission, the software will
look up the enroller tree to find the first affiliate that is qualified at that level.
The qualified affiliate will become the sponsor of that person/affiliate only at that product
level, they will earn the code, they will get the pass up, and earn
on the match as qualified.
Recapture: In the future if the original sponsor becomes qualified at a higher level, and
then the affiliate that went upline engages at that higher level, that affiliate stays with the
original sponsor.
They get the code, pass up and 50% 1st gen match if match qualified.
If in the future Fred qualifies at the 250.00 product level (100.00 Code) before Sue does.
Fred will be Sue’s sponsor at that level once Sue qualifies at the 250.00 product level
(100.00 Code).
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Prosperity Code Compression
Scenario 1:
Affiliate Fred is only in the matrix. Fred sponsored Sue who is also only in the matrix. At
a future date Sue upgrades to the 150.00 product level (50.00 Code), while her sponsor
Fred has not.
The software will look upline from Fred in the enroller tree until it finds the first affiliate
qualified at the 150.00 product level (50.00 Code), that affiliate/person becomes Sue’s
sponsor at the 150.00 product level (50.00 Code).
They get the code, pass up and 50% 1st gen match if match qualified.
If in the future Fred qualifies at the 250.00 product level (100.00 Code) before Sue does.
Fred will be Sue’s sponsor at that level once Sue qualifies at the 250.00 product level
(100.00 Code).
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Scenario 2:

Prosperity Code Compression

When an affiliate goes from the 150.00 product level (50.00 Code), to the 250.00 product
level (100.00 Code), the software will look up the enroller tree for the first affiliate
qualified at the 250.00 product level (100.00 Code).
The software will first look to the original sponsor, if qualified at the 250.00 product level
(100.00 Code), they will remain the sponsor.
If not qualified, the first upline qualified affiliate will be assigned sponsorship of the
affiliate who upgraded to the 250.00 product level (100.00 Code). They get the code, the
pass up and the 1st generation match (if match qualified).
If that occurs the original sponsor will not earn the code or matches.
Each product level is in essence its own business.
Affiliate needs to qualify and match rank advance at each product level.
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Retail Sales
Affiliate is required to enroll 1 retail customer every 90 days. A retail customer is
defined as a person that does not become an affiliate.
All of Prosper Hub products are sold at retail. There is no pricing difference for
affiliates.

Maintenance
Once affiliate has become a Bronze (1st Gen Match), a Silver (2nd Gen Match) or a Gold
(3rd Gen Match, they must have 1 personal sale every 180 days at the product level they
are Bronze or higher to maintain the match pin rank.
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Income Disclaimer
All references to income, actual or potential, implied or stated, are for explanation and
illustration purposes only. They should not be construed as average or typical.
We do not warrant, guarantee or assure that any level of income, earnings or success
will be attained by any Independent Affiliate.
Actual earnings or income will vary based on various factors such as ability and time
spent promoting the products and business.
All Members are responsible for meeting all qualifications and customer requirements as
set forth by the company.
*We suggest you read the full income disclaimer. It’s found by clicking on Income
Disclaimer at the bottom of each web page on this website.
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This document and the information thereon
is a property of its owner and may only be
used for the purpose for which it is supplied.
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